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1.0 SUMMARY 
ThIS report presents the results of the testing performed under Contract 
NAS3-2l823. The objectIve of the program was to obtain parametric-type data 
on advanced lightweight contaInment systems. These data were used to generate 
design methods and procedures necessary for the successful development of such 
systems. The methods developed were then demonstrated through the design of a 
lIghtweight containment system for a CF6 SIze engine. 
All testIng conducted under this program was done In a rotating rIg 
using TF34 fan blades. Both titanium and superhybrid verSIons of this blade 
were used. The superhybrid verSIon consIsted of a tItanium spar, a graphite/ 
glass/epoxy shell, and tItanium foil outer coverIng. The containment concept 
evaluated was that developed under NASA Contract NAS3-20ll8 and conSIsts 
baSIcally of a lightweight structural sandwich shell wrapped with dry Kevlar 
cloth. The InItial testing was directed towards the determinatIon of the 
amount of Kevlar required to result In threshold containment for a speCIfic 
set of test conditions. A relationship was then developed between the thIck-
ness requIred and the energy of the released blade so that the data could be 
used to deSIgn for conditions other than those tested. 
The remaInder of the testIng was directed towards the evaluatIon of a 
number of varIatIons In the baSIC concept. These variations included changing 
the weave from a bIdirectional weave to a unidirectIonal weave, IncorporatIng 
several denSItIes of Kevlar felt as part of the contaInment material, changing 
the thIckness and materIal of the flowpath facing of the sandWIch shell, and 
restrainIng the fore and aft edges of the Kevlar. The most signifIcant change 
proved to be providing restrained to the fore and aft edges. This greatly 
improved the system's abilIty to absorb subsequent secondary impacts by keep-
ing the Kevlar In place. When the edges were left free, the primary impact 
caused large dIsplacements of the Kevlar, thus leaVIng extensive areas of the 
containment case vulnerable to penetration by secondary impacts. The unidirec-
tIonal woven material did not contain as well as the bidirectional material 
while the addition of Kevlar felt had no appreciable effect on the containment 
process. 
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Based on the data generated by th1s program, a design curve was developed 
which can be used to determ1ne the amount of dry Kevlar 328 weave cloth that 
would be required for a given impact energy. This design curve was based on 
an amount of damage that could be acceptable in commercial practice and not 
on threshold containment which produces more damage than was considered safe 
design practice. Using this des1gn curve, a lightweight containment design 
was made for a large turbofan engine uS1ng the General Electric CF6-50 as 
the baseline. Based on this design, a weight saving 1n the range of 20% to 
25% over the current system was projected. 
2.0 INTRODUCTION 
One of the primary requirements of modern, high bypass turbofan engine 
installations in commercial service is that they must be able to contain any 
fan blade or pieces of blades should a failure occur, thus precluding any 
damage to the rest of the aircraft. The size of the objects to be contained 
ranges from a Single complete blade to pieces of blades such as would result 
from bird impact. 
Current containment practice is to install heavy steel rings around the 
nacelle fan area. A typical containment ring is shown in Figure 1. In large 
turbofan engines, this can amount to almost 227 kg (500 lb). Except for the 
rare occasion when debris must be contained, this heavy structure serves 
little purpose yet adds Significantly to engine weight and fuel consumption. 
In order to evaluate other containment concepts Which offered the poten-
tial of reducing the weight of containment systems, NASA sponsored a program 
(NAS3-20ll8) WhiCh investigated a number of different concepts and materials 
that could be used in place of a steel ring. The different concepts were 
initially evaluated by impacting small 180 0 targets uSing a gas gun as the 
means of accelerating the impacting projectile. As a result of these tests, 
the best concept/material combination, based on energy absorbed per unit con-
tainment weight, was selected for evaluation in a rotating rig such as shown 
in Figure 2. The containment system selected for this evaluation consisted 
of a thin steel facing backed up by layers of unimpregnated Kevlar cloth. Two 
versions of this basic concept, as shown in Figure 3, were evaluated. Those 
speCimens which included a section of honeycomb material between the steel 
facing and the dry kevlar cloth exhibited much better containment character-
istics than those in which the Kevlar was immediately behind the steel sheet. 
The honeycomb not only kept the Kevlar cloth from falling into the rotor 
path, which can cause extensive secondary damage to the rotor, but also pro-
vided a place for the blade fragments to nest so they did not bounce around 
in the the rotor path damaging other blades. In addition, this honeycomb 
area, if properly designed, can provide considerable casing stiffness at a 
very low weight. The results of this program are reported in Reference (1). 
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Figure 1. Typical State-of-the-Art Containment Case. 
Figure 2. Rotating Rig for Containment Tests. 
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Figure 3. Steel/Kevlar Containment Concepts. 
In order for the concepts developed under Contract NAS3-20ll8 to be 
applied to production hardware, it was necessary to generate enough parametric 
data to permit an opt1mum design with respect to the amount and configuration 
of the Kevlar material. The objective of th1s program was therefore to obtain 
the required data and to apply the results to the design of an advanced, light-
weight conta1nment system for a large modern turbofan eng1ne. 
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3.0 TECHNICAL DISCUSSION 
Th~s sect~on presents the results of the technical effort performed under 
this program. Th~s work was divided into four tasks for the purposes of 
reporting. However, the first three tasks - selection of Containment Concepts 
and Des~gn of Spin Test Specimens; Hardware Fabricat10n and Procurement; and 
Subscale Sp~n Impact Testing - are so 1nterrelated that, for the sake of 
coherency, they will be discussed without reference to task. The last task, 
Data Analysis and Full Scale Conta1nment System Design, will be discussed as a 
separate ~tem. 
3.1 DESIGN AND TESTING 
The object1ve of the design and testing port~on of the program was to de-
termine the amount of Kevlar cloth required for threshold containment for sev-
eral types and s~zes of impact~ng objects and to investigate methods of poten-
tial improvement in both the ability of the system to conta~n and to control 
the motion of the 1mpacting object. 
3.1.1 Test Method Used to Evaluate Conta~nment Process 
In order to evaluate the ability of the conta1nment method to contain 
typical eng~ne fan blades and blade fragments, a test method must be employed 
which, as closely as possible, dupl~cates actual engine conditions. 
To do this requires the s~mulat1on of the low pressure system of a typi-
cal turbofan eng~ne. The ability to rotate the first stage fan at typical 
engine speeds must also be provided so that an actual blade may be released 
into the conta~nment system with the proper motion. Th~s motion must also 
include any potent1al ~nteraction with the other blades in the rotor in addi-
t10n to the rotational motion. In order to provide a mean1ngful evaluation 
of the conta1nment systems to be tested, 1t 1S necessary to choose a specif1c 
blade/rotor design so that the containment system can be designed for the 
proper energy levels. To choose a very large fan design, such as the CF6, 
would be very expensive in terms of containment structure costs, blade cost, 
and test cost. However, 1t was feasible to conduct the testing using a 
similar, but somewhat smaller, blade/rotor configuration whIch has charac-
teristics sim11ar to the large fan but is more conven1ent to test. The 
blade/rotor conf1gurat10n which was selected for the rotating evaluation of 
the containment designs was the TF34 first-stage fan. Its 1.1 m (44 in.) tip 
diameter makes th1s choice particularly convenient, for the fan is large 
enough to permit mean1ngful test1ng yet can be operated without requ1ring 
extensive mod1fication to existing facilit1es. 
An eXlsting whirligig test facil1ty consist1ng of a basic TF39 fan pack-
age, described below, and a constant speed 4000-hp electric motor with a 
dynam1c variable speed output magnet1c clutch was modified to adapt to a TF34 
fan disk and to allow mount1ng of the containment systems to be tested. 
The TF39 fan package consists of a TF39 fan frame w1th the No. 1 and 2 
bearings and sump systems and slave Stage 1 shrouding. W1th the exception 
of the slave Stage 1 shroud, the entire vehicle is soft-mounted. 
The slave shroud w1th an inside diameter of 2.3 m (92 In.) 1S mounted to 
the ground. It 1S constructed of steel and serves as the mounting fixture for 
the containment systems being tested. 
A TF34 fan disk 1S mounted on a drive shaft adapter wh1ch then prov1des 
for mounting up to a full stage (28 blades) of TF34 f1rst stage fan blades. 
An enV1ronment chamber, or bell jar, is attached to the fan case. This 
prov1des the capab1lity of operating in a helium atmosphere in order to reduce 
horsepower requ1rements and temperature buildup. The chamber also provides 
high speed photograph1c capab1lity and add1t10nal debris containment. 
W1tness plates are incorporated into the test facility to allow estima-
t10n of the residual energy of any fragments that defeat the containment 
system. The blade impact condit1on is established three ways: (1) by moni-
toring the rotor speed, (2) by determ1ning the blade impacting we1ght by 
measuring blade specimen we1ght before and after test (subtracting the weight 
of the posttest reta1ned blade root from the weight of the total blade speci-
men), and (3) by studying h1gh speed mot10n picture records of the 1mpact. An 
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automatic tr1p system is used to permit a continuous rap1d acceleration. This 
eliminates the need to stabilized speed at the release point. This rapid 
acceleration reduces the time at speed and the heat/temperature buildup. The 
tr1p system consists s1mply of a revolut1on counter w1th two built-in relay 
"tr1ps". The first tr1p is set such that, with the drive at maximum accelera-
tion rate, the blade 1S released at a p01nt established by prior checkout. 
The second tr1p is set to shut the dr1ve system down to prevent exceSS1ve 
damage and/or overspeed. To achieve the maX1mum acceleration rate, the drive 
1S operated at maximum-rated motor current. 
The bas1c test setup and assembly of the soft-mounted test vehicle are 
shown 1n F1gures 4 and 5. 
The blades or parts of blades, are released by an explosive charge. By 
precise t1ming, two blades 180 0 apart can be released together. Rotor 1m-
balance is thus minimized, and two containment tests can be accomplished 1n 
a single whirligig test operation. Most of the testing conducted during the 
program was performed in this manner. The last two tests of the program, 
however, involved single releases out of a fully bladed rotor into continuous 
360 0 conta1nment systems. This test procedure results in a net rotor un-
balance subsequent to releasing the test proJectile, and this condition ra1sed 
the possibility of the remaining blades In the rotor rubbing on the casIng. 
The bear1ng system employed for these tests proved suffic1ently rugged to 
withstand the unbalance forces w1thout damage. 
In order to control the 1mpact point of the blade specimen relat1ve to 
the containment system, the explOSIve charge is detonated with the rotor at 
at circumferent1al pos1t10n that permits the blade to 1mpact 1n the conta1n-
ment system at a preselected target location. In add1t1on, the camera and 
lights are activated to catch the event. An electronic "black box" called 
the wh1rlig1g trlggering system, designed and built to satisfy these require-
ments, 1S utilized. It uses a very preC1se "clock" to perm1t timing the detona-
tion of the explos1ve charge. Th1s tim1ng can be var1ed and 1S set to allow 
t1me for the flashbulbs to reach full brilliance and account for the angular 
posItive of the blade relatIve to a l/rev indicator on the rotor. 
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Manual Control Motor 
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trigger1ng sequence 
6. Trigger1ng system operates on 
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I 
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-
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Figure 5. Containment Test Setup. 
3.1.2 Test Plan 
Two types of blades were used in the rotating tests. One was the stan-
dard titanium TF34 blade (Figure 6) which embodies typical current fan blade 
design practices. The other was a superhybrid blade (Figure 7) consisting of 
a titanium pinned root and leading edge spar, a graphite/epoxy shell, and a 
titanium foil outer covering. This configuration was intended to represent 
potential future blade construction. 
In order to obtain the effects of change in impacting mass, some tests 
were conducted which released only the airfoil section of titanium blades 
while other tests involved the release of the blades below the base platform. 
At the begining of the program, the test matrix shown 1n Table I was 
generated. The tests defined by this matrix were intended to provide suffi-
CIent data to meet the objectives of the program. 
3.1.3 Containment Design and Test Results 
The basIc design of the contaInment systems tested under this program 
was developed under NASA Contract NAS3-20ll8. It consists of a thin metal 
facing next to the fan rotor which IS then backed up by aluminum honeycomb, 
Kevlar/epoxy, and dry Kevlar cloth. This type of system had demonstrated 
its ability to not only stop a released blade, but to capture it and any 
other resulting fragments while still remaining relatively round. It re-
maIned to be determIned just how much Kevlar cloth, or how little, was re-
quired to just contaIn the released blade or part of blade. 
The first series of tests was devoted to the determination of the materIal 
requIred for threshold containment for both an airfoil of a titanium TF34 fan 
blade and a complete blade. All previous tests had resulted in complete con-
tainment. The minimum number of Kevlar plies tested had been 16 plies which 
had withstood an Impact of a complete TF34 titanium blade released at 5000 
rpm. Fewer plies were therefore required to attain threshold containment. 
The first two containment designs to be tested under this program were in-
tended to provide a sufficiently wide spread of Kevlar thicknesses so that, 
13 
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Figure 7. TF34 Superhybrid Titanium Composite TiCom Blade. 
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Table I. SRin Impact Test Program. 
Titanium Tl.tanium Hybrid 
Airfoil Blade Blade 
Tip Speed Object Vl V2 V3 V4 Vs 
Containment 
Thickness of Kevlar 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Thickness of Kevlar 2 1*1 1 1*1 1 
Thickness of Kevlar 3 1 1 
Thl.ckness of Kevlar 4 1 
End Retention Concept 1 1 1 
End Retention Concept 2 1 1 
To be Determl.ned 1 1 
*These tests Wl.ll be single releases out of a full rotor l.nto 360 0 targets. 
All other tests will be double release, with three following blades, into 
180 0 targets. 
by the use of only two dlfferent lmpact velocities, a sltuation would attain 
in which the Kevlar containment could be defeated. For these, and subsequent 
tests, three trailing blades were mounted behind each test blade to assure 
that the effects of the interaction between the released blade and the trailing 
blades were lncluded ln the test results. The test program shown in Table I 
was divided into two phases so that the results of the first phase could 
affect the design of the containment targets to be used in the second phase. 
3.1.3.1 Phase I Testing 
Ten lBO° containment systems were constructed, by Accurate Plastic Inc. 
of Columbus, Ohio, for use in the Phase I testing. Four of these utilized 
12 plies of Kevlar and SIX had eight plies. Two of the speclmens which had 
eight plles also lncorporated Kevlar felt as part of the containment system. 
These 10 systems were employed in the Phase I testing described below. 
Test 1 
Two TF34 titanium airfoils were released at 4500 rpm into a containment 
configuration which had 12 plles of dry Kevlar in one lBOo-side and eight 
plies in the other. The contalnment systems were of typical lightweight 
construction with a thin steel facing, aluminum honeycomb, Kevlar, and thin 
aluminum back sheet. It was estimated prior to the test that the side with 
12 plies would contain and the slde with eight plies would be penetrated. 
The test setup is shown in Figure B. In the actual test, the side with 
eight plles was not penetrated although the aluminum back sheet was ruptured. 
There was not indication of contact with the witness plate. The rotor and 
containment systems after test are shown in Figure 9. Typical damage to the 
flowpath slde of the casings is shown in Figure 10. The backside (aluminum 
outer sheet) of the l2-ply containment system is shown in Figure 11 and that 
of the eight-ply system in Figure 12. The difference in damage to the Kevlar 
cloth was not as noticeable, but a progressive teardown of the structures 
showed that the Kevlar in the slde with eight plies was pulled much more to-
ward the center of the containment system (pulled away from the forward and 
aft ends) indicating that there was significantly greater radlal deflection 
of the Kevlar due to the alrfoil impact. 
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Figure 8. Test Setup - Test 1. 
Figure 9. Test 1 - Overall View. 
M 
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Figure 10. Typical Damage - Flowpath Side - Test 1. 
Figure 11. Exterior View - 12-Ply Side - Test 1. 
Figure 12. Exterior View - Eight-Ply Side - Test 1. 
Test 2 
Since Test 1 d~d not result in penetration of the Kevlar systems, it 
was decided to run Test 2 w~th the same containment configuration as Test 1 
and increase the rotor speed from 4500 rpm to 5000 rpm. This resulted in a 
25% ~ncrease in the energy of the released airfoils. The damage of the flow-
path side of the l2-ply conf~guration is shown ~n Figure 13. Comparing 
Figure 13 to Figure 10, which shows the damage to an identical containment 
case when impacted by an airfo~l at 4500 rpm (Test 1), it appears that the 
damage is somewhat greater at the higher release speed and the a~rfoil ~s 
more deeply embedded in the containment. Teardown from the backside, however, 
did not shown any significant difference in the damage sustained by the 
Kevlar in Tests 1 and 2. It was obvious that threshold containment was not 
identified by these tests. 
Test 3 
This test was identical to Test 2 except that the blades were released 
below the platform result~ng ~n a larger impacting mass and thus higher 
kinetic energ~es. The damage to the containment systems due to this test 
was much more severe than in Tests 1 and 2, but the blades were still retained 
by the Kevlar. The rotor/containment casing setup after the test is shown in 
Figure 14. Although the next following blade on each side ~nteracted with the 
released blade and sustained a small dent in the leading edge near the root, 
no other damage was done to the remaining blades in the rotor. The back of 
the containment system conta~ning 12 plies of Kevlar is shown in Figure 15 
w~th the aluminum outer sheet removed exposing the Kevlar material. For the 
f~rst time ~n the tests of th~s type, the impact had sufficient force to 
fail the axial joint of the Kevlar to the close-out beams. This joint was 
formed by locally r~g~dizing the Kevlar with epoxy adhesive and bolt~ng it 
between the two steel bars which form the ax~al close-outs. The failure con-
sisted of a combination of bolt failure and shear-out of the Kevlar/epoxy as 
shown ~n F~gure 15. This phenomenon occurred only on the side which had 12 
plies of Kevlar. On this side, the blade did not locally penetrate the 
Kevlar. The Kevlar pl~es moved outward as a unit thus applying a circumfer-
ential force which had to be resisted at the ends. This load was apparently 
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Figure 13. Interior View - 12-P1y Side - Test 2. 
Figure 14. Test 3 - Overall View. 
Figure 15. Exterior View - 12-Ply Side - Test 3. 
suffic1ent to fail the end attachment. On the side with only eight plies of 
Kevlar, the blade root punched a hole entirely through the Kevlar although 
the blade as a whole was contained within the system. In this case, much of 
the energy was absorbed by fracturing the Kevlar and was thus not transferred 
circumferentially to the end attachments which did not fail. The eight-ply 
side, with the aluminum backing removed, 1S shown in Figure 16. As would be 
expected, the external damage, as can be seen by comparing Figures 15 and 16, 
was greater on the side that had less Kevlar. This difference in damage can 
also be seen in Figures 17 and 18 that show the interior of the containment 
specimen at the outer radius of the honeycomb sandwich of the l2-ply and 
eight-ply systems, respectively, where all the dry Kevlar has been removed. 
Test 4 
Since Test 3 did not completely defeat the system, even though the eight 
plies of Kevlar were just barely able to retain the blade, it was decided to 
increased the speed at wh1ch the blade was released to the maximum that could 
be obtained in the existing test setup. This speed turned out to be 1n the 
vicinity of 5300 rpm. The actual release speed was 5285 rpm and the contain-
ment targets were of the same configuration as Test 3. The damage to the 
conta1nment systems was very similar to that noted in Test 3 with slightly 
greater penetration of the blades through the Kevlar. On the side with 
eight plies of Kevlar, the outward movement of the released blade was suffi-
cient to impact the witness plate with considerable force. The dent left 
by this impact can be seen in Figure 19. Although the blade remained captured 
by the containment systems, it is questionable if it would have remained 
captured if its mot10n had not been stopped by the witness plate. The outs1de 
of the containment rings, with the aluminum back sheets removed, is shown in 
Figures 20 and 21. As can be seen in Figure 20~ the blade root did not pen-
etrate the outer plies of the l2-ply configuration while the root section 
came completely through the eight-ply Kevlar belt as shown in Figure 21. In 
both cases, the Kevlar material, at the point of impact and for a considerable 
distance circumferentially away from this point, was drawn toward the center 
(ax1ally) of the containment ring. This movement left large areas unprotected 
in the event of subsequent impacts. Several methods of restricting this move-
ment were experimentally evaluated later in this program. 
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Figure 16. Exterior - Eight-Ply Side - Test 3. 
Figure 17. Exterior View - 12-P1y Side - Kev1ar Removed -
Test 3. 
w 
o 
Figure 18. Exterior View - Eight-Ply Side - Kevlar Removed -
Test 3. 
Aluminum 
Backi ng 
Figure 19. Witness Plate Dent - Test 4. 
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Figure 20. Exterior View - 12-Ply Side - Test 4. 
w 
w 
Figure 21. Exterior View - Eight-Ply Side - Test 4. 
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Test 5 
The purpose of this test was to make an initial evaluation of the effects 
of adding Kevlar felt between the honeycomb sandwich and the dry Kevlar cloth. 
The purpose In using the felt was to attempt to enmesh the released blade in 
the very light, bulky, and tough felt, thus increasing the apparent area of 
the blade as it attempted to penetrate through the Kevlar cloth. Two methods 
of placing the felt were tested. These methods are shown schematically in 
Figure 22. The felt used in these tests was 56.06 kg/m3 (3.5 lb/ft3 ) density 
and the total thickness was 0.508 cm (0.20 in.). The remalning structure of 
the containment systems was similar to that used in Test 4 which had eight 
plies of dry Kevlar. Each containment system was impacted by a TF34 titanium 
blade released below the platform at a rotor speed of 5300 rpm. The overall 
damage to the containment systems was greater in this test than in the pre-
vious tests at simllar release speeds and eight pIles of Kevlar. This can 
be seen by comparlng Figure 23 with Figure 21. The motion of the released 
blade was also different. In this test, the Kevlar felt wrapped around the 
sharp edges of the root section restricting its ablilty to penetrate the 
Kevlar cloth as it dld in Test 4. However, this same feature apparently 
caused the blade to pull the Kevlar cloth further aft thus allowing much of 
the blade tlP to be outside the containment system and resulting in a con-
slderable portion of the containment ring being unprotected from any sub-
sequent impact. There was more overall damage to the side in which the felt 
was installed per Concept B (Figure 24); however, the felt itself was more 
badly torn when installed per Concept A (Figure 25). Based on the results 
of thlS test, it is judged that the addition of Kevlar felt, in the density 
and thlckness tested, did not provide any additional contalnment ability to 
the basic containment concept. 
3.1.3.2 Phase II Testing 
The second phase testing consisted of four tests which had balanced two 
blade releases into 180 0 contalnment systems and two tests involving single 
releases out of a vlrtually full rotor into 360 0 containment systems. Eight 
180 0 containment systems were fabricated by Accurate Plastlcs Inc., and two 
360 0 containment systems were fabricated by General Electric for this test 
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Figure 23. Exterior View - Test 5. 
Figure 24. Exterior View - Test 5 - Cloth Removed - Concept B. 
Figure 25. Exterior View - Test 5 - Cloth Removed - Concept A. 
phase. Since the previous testing had shown significant axial movement, it 
was decided to try and restrict this movement on the Phase II tests. This 
was accomplished by impregnating the forward and aft ends of the dry Kevlar 
cloth with epoxy adhesive and curing it at room temperature. Holes were 
then drilled in these rigidized ends so that they could be mechanically 
attached to the end rings. S1X of the eight 180 0 containment systems were 
fabr1cated in this manner as were both of the 360 0 systems. Other minor 
variations 1n the containment design are discussed below along with the 
test results. 
Test 6 
This was the first test to incorporate any form of restraint to the 
Kevlar 1n the fore and aft direction. It also investigated the difference 
in containment characteristics between the bidirectional-type weave (328) used 
1n all previous tests and a more unidirectional weave (143). The effect of 
using aluminum next to the flowpath rather than steel was also investigated. 
A sketch of the systems tested is shown in Figure 26. 
Two TF34 titanium blades were released below the platform at 5300 rpm. 
Both blades were contained by the containment systems and the end retention 
feature worked very well. There was no tendency for the Kevlar to be pulled 
out of position. This was a significant improvement over previous tests as 
can be seen by comparing Figure 27 which shows the damage to the side with 
10 plies of 328-weave Kevlar with Figure 20 of Test 4 which was conducted 
under the same conditions with a containment system of 12 plies of Kevlar 
wh1ch were not restrained in the axial direction. 
The side with the 328-weave Kevlar was somewhat thicker than the side 
with l43-weave Kevlar due to the slight per ply thickness difference of the 
two weaves. The containment characteristics of the 328 weave were much 
better than those of the 143 weave, even considering the thickness difference. 
The lack of tranverse fibers allowed the longitudunal fibers to split apart 
causing a much larger hole than was the case w1th the more bidirectional 328 
weave. This difference can be seen by comparing Figure 28 with Figure 27. 
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Figure 27. Exterior View - 10 Plies of 328-Weave Kevlar - Test 6. 
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Figure 28. Exterior View - 10 Plies of 143-Weave Kev1ar - Test 6. 
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The change from steel to aluminum on the flowpath face sheet dld not 
appear to have any effect on the containment process and the face sheet was 
not torn up by the lmpact any more than the steel face sheets used in pre-
vious tests run under similar conditions. Since there was no net rotor un-
balance, there was no information generated on the rub capability of the 
aluminum face. The condition of the aluminum face at the impact pOlnt is 
shown in Figure 29 and the condition away from the impact points is shown 
in Figure 30. 
Test 7 
Since the blades in the preVlOUS test were contained, the primary pur-
pose of this test was to attempt to defeat the containment system by reducing 
the amount of dry Kevlar cloth. Both configurations tested had eight plies 
of cloth with the ends rigidlzed and bolted to the end rings. One side was 
identical to Concept A of Figure 22 except for the rigidized ends while the 
other side was the same as Configuration 2 of Figure 26 except that only 
eight plies of Kevlar were used. Two opposed titanium blades we~ released 
at a rotor speed of 5300 rpm to produce the same impact conditions as Test 6. 
Both containment halves were completely penetrated by the root sections of 
the blades. The root sections of both blades impacted the witness shield 
with sufficient force to dent the shield but not with enough to penetrate 
the shield which was 0.635 cm (0.25 in.) thick aluminum. The airfoil sec-
tions of the blades were still enmeshed in the containment system, but were 
not tightly held. It is possible that the blades could have come completely 
out of the containment if the root sections had not impacted the witness 
shield. The amount of blade penetration was about the same as can be seen 
in Figures 31 and 32. The Kevlar felt did not seem to affect the amount of 
root penetration or the damage to the flowpath side of the containment 
systems although the total size of the exit hole on the outside·was smaller 
for the slde which contained the felt. 
It was judged that the containment configurations evaluated by this test 
represented, at very best, threshold containment and that the amount of Kevlar 
cloth employed in thelr construction would be insufficient for any production 
design. 
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Figure 31. Exterior View - Test 7 - No Felt. 
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Test 8 
This was the last test utilizing two opposite TF34 titanium blades as the 
released objects. One containment system was identical to Configuration 1 of 
Figure 26 except that only eight plies of the l43-weave Kevlar cloth was used 
and 1.016 cm (0.4 in.) of 192.2 kg/m3 (12 lb/ft3 ) Kevlar felt was added between 
the honeycomb sandwich and the steel septum. The other containment system was 
identical to Concept A of Figure 22 except that the felt was 192.2 kg/m3 
(12 lb/ft3) instead of 56.06 kg/m3 (3.5 lb/ft3 ) and the ends were restra1ned. 
The ends of the Kevlar in both systems were rigidized with epoxy adhesive and 
bolted to the end rings. The blades were released below the platform at 5000 
rpm. 
Although the heavier felt did not tear nearly as readily as the lighter 
felt used on previous tests, the blade roots punctured both the felt and the 
woven cloth on both specimens. As with the previous test using the l43-weave 
cloth, there was a splitting tendency due to the small number of transverse 
(axial) fibers allowing the released blade, encased in the felt except for the 
root section, to virtually escape from the containment system (Figure 33). The 
blade would probably have come out except that the root struck the witness 
plate preventing further radial motion. The damage to the witness plate can 
be seen in Figure 34. The system with 328 weave was not as severely penetrated 
but the root section did come completely through the containment in a manner 
similar to Test 7. Although the heavier felt may have helped some (compare 
Figure 35 which shows the damage from Test 8 with Figure 32 from Test 7), it 
was a marginal improvement. This blade too may not have been retained in the 
containment system if it had not struck the witness shield. 
Test 9 
This was the only test run during this program uS1ng simulated super-
hybrid blades, shown in Figure 7, as the released projectiles. It was antici-
pated that, since these blades were lighter that the all-titanium blades 
previously used and the composite portion should break up more readily, the 
amount of containment required to contain these blades would be less than 
that required to contain the titanium blades. With the blades being released 
Figure 33. Exterior View - Test 8 - 143-Weave Cloth Plus Felt. 
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Figure 34. Witness Plate Damage - Test 8. 
Figure 35. Exterior View - Test 8 - 328-Weave Cloth Plus Felt. 
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below the platform, the released weight of the superhybrid blade was 0.899 
kg (1.982 lb) compared to the released w~ight of a titanium blade of 1.013 
kg (2.234 lb). 
Both of the containment systems used in this test were of the same design 
and constructions as those used in Tests 1 through 4. One of the systems had 
eight plies of dry Kevlar 328-weave cloth and the other one had six plies. 
The ends were not rigidized and restrained but were free to move as in the 
first series of tests. 
The two superhybrid blades were released below the platform at a rotor 
speed of 5300 rpm. The damage was severe to both systems. Due to the dif-
ferent weight distribution of the superhybrid blade, the motion of the re-
leased blade was somewhat different than that of the titanium blades pre-
viously tested. The superhybrid blade seemed to have a higher axial (aft) 
component to the impact force. On the side with six plies of Kevlar, the 
root section penetrated through the Kevlar and impacted the witness plate 
with significant force, but did not penetrate it. As can be seen in 
Figures 36 and 37, the root section was completely outside the containment 
system, and the composite portion of the blade was badly fragmented. Some 
of this composite debris trapped in the containment system can be seen 1n 
Figure 38. It is possible that the root section and attached titanium 
spar would have escaped the containment system if it had struck the witness 
plate. The six-ply containment system was therefore considered inadequate 
to contain a superhybrid blade under the conditions tested. 
The superhybrid that impacted the side that had eight plies did not 
completely penetrate the Kevlar cloth; however, the more aft direction of the 
blade moved the Kevlar cloth considerably aft as shown in Fiugre 39. This 
damage can be compared to that caused by an all-titanium blade released 
under the same conditions into an identical containment system during Test 
4 as shown in Figure 21. 
Test 8 was the second test in which the circumferential restraint was 
broken as shown in Figure 40. This is probably why the root section did not 
penetrate through the Kevlar cloth; S1nce, with the circumferential restraint 
Figure 36. Exterior View - Test 9 - Six-Ply Side. 
Figure 37. Exterior View - Test 9 - Six-Ply Side - Aluminum Cover Removed. 
Initia 1 
Impact 
Area 
Figure 38. Interior View - Test 9 - Composite Debris. 
Figure 39. Exterior View - Test 9 - Eight-Ply Side. 
Figure 40. Broken Circumferential Restraint - Test 9. 
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released, the cloth was free to move radially outward without adding addi-
tional strain to the fibers. If this restraint had remained intact, it 
is expected that the root section would have penetrated the eight plies of 
Kevlar in a manner similar to that shown in Figure 21. 
Based on the results of this test, it appears that, since the root 
section does most of the damage, there is no significant difference in the 
amount of containment required for a superhybrid blade versus an all-titanium 
blade when the blade is released below the platform. 
Test 10 
The data from the previous nine tests were analyzed to determine what 
would be an acceptable amount of containment if one was considering the de-
sign concept for commercial application. Under these conditions, it was con-
sidered unacceptable to have major penetrations of the containment system, 
even though the blade would not escape. The last two tests of th1s program 
were intended to demonstrate the adequacy of the resultant design criteria 
in as realistic a manner as possible without having actual engine hardware. 
The two tests involved first, the release of a single TF34 titanium airfoil 
out of a nearly full rotor, and second, the release of a single TF34 titanium 
blade, below the platform, out of a nearly full rotor. The containment sys-
tems in both tests were made as cont1nuous 360 0 structures rather than the 
180 0 structures used in previous tests. This feature combined w1th the use 
of a nearly full rotor permitted the effect of the lmpact on casing deferma-
tion and potential rotor/casing interaction to be evaluated. 
Test 10 involved the release of a single TF34 titanium airfoil into a 
360 0 containment case which had eight plies of Kevlar cloth. These plies 
were rigidized on the forward and aft ends by applying a room temperature 
curing epoxy adhesive. The rigidized ends were then bolted to the end 
rings as was done in Tests 6, 7, and 8 except that the bolt spacing was 
increased from 2.54 cm (1.0 in.) to 7.62 cm (3.0 in.). The test setup 1S 
shown in Figure 41. The airfoil to be released is identified as Blade 1. 
The holes in the blade base are used to attach the explosive carriers to the 
blade. As can be seen, two blades were not installed. This was due to the 
Figure 41. Test Setup - Test 10. 
fact that there was no blade removal slot bUIlt into the containment case, 
preventing the Installation of the last two blades when the containment case 
IS In posItIon. Due to the method of attaching the containment case to the 
facIlIty wall, the rotor could not be Installed before the casing. Weighted 
blocks were installed in place of the missing blades to provide a proper 
balance for the rotor. 
The airfoil was released at a rotor speed of 5000 rpm and was contained 
In a typical manner. It nested into the sandwich structure as shown in 
Figure 42 and did not penetrate the outer plies of Kevlar cloth (Figure 43). 
The containment case away from the impact pOInt was not significantly affected 
and the rotor unbalance due to the airfoil loss was not sufficient to cause 
the blade tips to rub on the casing. It was considered that this test was a 
successful demonstration of the lightweight containment concept as it would 
be applied to a commercial application having the energy absorbing require-
ment exemplified by the test. 
Test 11 
ThIS was the last test to be performed under this program. The con-
tainment system was similar to that used in Test 10 except that 10 plies 
of Kevlar were used and the bolt spacing attaching the rigidized ends to 
the fore and aft rings was increased to 10.16 cm (4.0 In.). The rotor con-
figuration was the same as was used for Test 10 except that the test blade 
was released below the platform. The release speed was again 5000 rpm. A 
corner of the blade platform penetrated through the Kevlar cloth as shown in 
Figure 44. The mechanical attachment of the rigldlzed edges to the aluminum 
rings failed locally in the area of the impact. The mode of failure was 
shear-out of the holes in the rigidized Kevlar as seen in Figure 45. There 
are holes In both the Kevlar and the aluminum rIng on 2.54 cm (1.0 in.) 
center, but there were only bolts In every fourth hole. This is the first 
time this type of edge attachment failed during the test program, but it is 
also the largest bolt spacing that was used. Almost identIcal test conditions 
were achieved during Test 6 where the attachment, using bolts in every hole, 
did not fail. Otherwise, the local damage was similar to that noted durIng 
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Figure 42. Interior View - Impact Area - Test 10. 
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Figure 43. Exterior View - Impact Area - Test 10. 
Figure 44. Blade Platform Penetration - Test 11. 
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Figure 45. Edge Attachment Fa:ilure - Test 11. 
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Test 6. The damage ln the impact area was typical and is shown in Figure 46. 
The rotor unbalance due to the blade loss was sufficient for the rotor blade 
tips to rub on the inner surface of the conta~nment case. A typical rub area 
can be seen between 6 o'clock and 9 o'clock in Figure 47. A closeup of this 
area is shown in Figure 48. The face sheet was locally grooved, and there 
were several small circumferential cracks (Figure 48) but nothing which would 
significantly degrade the structural integrity of the case. In spite of the 
impact and the tip rubs, the casing remained round. 
Although the blade was well contained, a corner of the platform was 
protud~ng through the outer Kevlar plies. If the criteria of no penetrat~on 
~n a commerical application ~s ahdered to, two more plies of Kevlar would be 
required for this design. Otherwise, the test was very successful and the 
cas~ng stood up well to the cond~tions imposed by the high rotor unbalance. 
3.2 DATA ANALYSIS 
In order to make the data generated during this program useful for the 
design of large turbofan engines, some means must be found to relate the con-
tainment parameters to the energy of the impacting object. For the thickness 
and materials used for the inner (flowpath) facing during their program, their 
energy absorbing capabil~ty was very small compared to the total energies 
involved. It was decided, therefore, to just relate the thickness of the 
Kevlar cloth to the kinetic energy of the released object. The velocity at 
the center of gravity of the object was used to compute this energy. Pre-
v~ous experience w~th metal containment systems has indicated that the re-
lationship t = k IE where: 
t = th~ckness of conta~nment material 
k an empirical constant 
E = k~netic energy 
provides a reasonable estimation of the amount of containment material re-
quired. This method was therefore used to evaluate the data generated during 
this program. 
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Figure 46. Impact Area - Test 11. 
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Figure 47. Test 11 - Overall View. 
Figure 48. Closeup of Rub Area - Test 11. 
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A number of m1nor variations of the basic lightweight containment concept 
were evaluated during this program. The only one which seemed to have any 
major effect on the conta1nment process was the one which provided fore and 
aft edge restraint to the Kevlar cloth. For this reason, the data generated on 
specimens which incorporated the restraint were plotted separately. The data 
showing the test results for those containment systems having the forward and 
aft edges of the Kev1ar unsupported are shown 1n Figure 49 while that for the 
systems with supported edges are shown in Figure 50. 
Since safe commerc1a1 design will requ1re that the containment systems 
provide more than just threshold containment capability, the des1gn curves 
based on the re1ationsh1p t = k IE and shown in Figures 49 and 50 were drawn 
to the left of the data points representing noncontainment and threshold 
containment. The p01nt represented by the ha1f-filled-in square in Figure 50 
thus introduces some conservatism in the design. The number of bolts used to 
help restrain the edges of the Kev1ar in th1s test was only one-fourth the 
number used in the fully conta1ned test represented by the open circle. Based 
on a comparison of the two tests, it was felt that if a greater number of 
bolts has been used for this test full containment would also have been 
obtained and the design curve could have been drawn to the right of the open 
circle. Since this conclus1on was not actually demonstrated by test, the 
design curve was assumed somewhat to the left of this point. The K-factors 
shown for the design curves are applicable only when using the International 
System of Un1ts (centimeters and joules). If English Units (inches and 
foot-pounds) are used, the K-factors are 0.00141 for the edges free and 
0.00125 for the edges fixed. 
For any reasonable length containment system, the weight added by 
r1gidizing the ends and bolting them down results in a heavier containment 
system than if the edges are left free. The weight added by the epoxy used 
to rigidize the ends, along w1th the weight of the bolts, is greater than 
the weight that can be saved by the reduct10n 1n the amount of Kevlar requ1red. 
The concept with the rigid ends, however, does provide much better protection 
against subsequent impacts, and the designer should carefully consider this 
aspect, w1th respect to his part1cular application, when choosing which ap-
proach to employ. 
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3.3 FULL SCALE CONTAINMENT SYSTEM DESIGN 
The containment concept developed dur1ng this program was demonstrated 
using TF34 size hardware and involved maximum energy levels in the 20,000 J 
(14,750 ft-lb) range. The information thus generated was then extrapolated 
to develop lightweight containment designs for larger turbofan engines wh1ch 
have much bigger and heavier blades and thus involve much higher energy 
levels. The CF6 eng1ne size and general operating parameters were used as 
the basis for designing these large scale, lightweight containment systems. 
S1nce 1t 1S unlikely that new containment concepts would be used to 
retrofit exist1ng eng1nes, 1t 1S new eng1ne design that must be considered. 
It is possible that these new designs may incorporate materials other than 
titanium in the1r fan blade design; therefore, several l1ghtweight containment 
designs were generated to account for this possibility. Three potential 
blade constructions were considered. These were a typical titanium fan blade, 
a superhybrid concept s1milar to that tested under this program, and a boron/ 
aluminum blade. 
For all of these blades, it was decided. in the interest_of safety, to 
employ the concept of rigidizing the ends of the dry Kevlar cloth with epoxy 
adhesive. Since the thicknesses of Kevlar required for these designs is much 
greater than that tested dur1ng this program, it 1S possible that, due to the 
greatly 1ncreased section propert1es of the r1gidized ends, it will not be 
necessary to bolt these ends of the end r1ngs. Therefore, in the weight 
calculations for the lightwe1ght design, the epoxy rig1dizing agent was in-
cluded but not any bolting hardware. 
The base11ne state-of-the-art containment design, against wh1ch the light-
we1ght designs are evaluated, is shown in Figure 51. This design 1S a ribbed 
steel ring weighing 200 kg (486 lb) and was designed to contain a titanium 
blade which had a kinetic energy at blade release of 211,500 J (156,000 ft-lb) 
at the blade center of gravity. 
A lightweight containment system designed to provide adequate protection 
from an all-titanium blade released under the same conditions and producing 
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the same energy as stated above 1S shown in Figure 52. This des1gn 1S based 
on the curve shown 1n Figure 50 which gives the relat10nship between Kevlar 
thickness and k1netic energy of t = 0.00273 IE where t is in centimeters and 
E is in joules. This results in a Kevlar thickness of 1.256 cm (0.50 in.). 
The thicknesses of the steel and the graphite/epoxy used to form the bas1c 
structural sandwich were chosen, along with the honeycomb depth, to provide 
the same casing stiffness as the all-steel baseline case. The resulting 
design, shown in Figure 52, weighs 171:5 kg (378 Ib). This total weight is 
made up of the following items: 
kg (lb) 
• Steel Inner Shell and Flanges 87.3 (192.5) 
0 Graph1te/Epoxy Shell 9.8 (21.5) 
0 Honeycomb Core 8.2 (18.0) 
0 Glass Epoxy Liner 0.9 (2.0) 
0 Kevlar/Epoxy Cover 3.5 (7.8) 
0 Adhesive 5.4 (12.0) 
0 Tip Rub Material 7.2 (15.9) 
0 Kevlar Containment 35.7 (78.6) 
0 Miscellaneous 2.3 (5.0) 
0 7% Weight Margin 11.2 (24.7) 
From this breakdown, it can be seen that the actual containment material, 
Kevlar, is only a small part (20%) of the overall containment system weight. 
The remainder of the weight is primarily devoted to providing the structural 
strength and st1ffness requ1red to support an inlet and prevent rotor/case 
interact1on. In spite of this, the 11ghtweight conta1nment concept shown 
in F1gure 52 provides a 50 kg (108 lb) weight savings over the baseline 
containment system (F1gure 51) for the same type of fan blade released under 
the same conditions. 
Since the lightweight containment system would be primarily used in new 
eng1nes design, the type of fan blade that might be used in these engines, 
other than the typical titanium blade, must be considered. Two of the leading 
candidates to replace the titanium blades are boron/aluminum blades and super-
hybrid blades. It is not anticipated that the basic lightweight containment 
'I 
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Figure 52. Lightweight Containment Design. 
concept would change 1f these type blades were used, although the amount of 
Kevlar may vary depending on the impact energy. 
A typical superhybrid blade that might be considered as a replacement 
for the titanium blade used ln the state-of-the-art blade containment design 
, ' 
is shown in Figure 53. This blade was deslgned under NASA Contract NAS3-20402 
and lS discussed in detail in Reference (2). The blad~ is 0.77 kg (1.7 Ib) 
lighter than the titanlum blade it replaces; and, due to the 11ghter a1rfoil 
portion of the blade, it has a somewhat lower center of gravlty. Thus, if 
this blade were released under the same conditions as the baseline titanlum 
blade, lt would have a lower kinetic energy than the tltanium blade. Under 
these conditions, the superhybrid blade would have a kinetic energy at blade 
release of 132,900 J (98,000 ft-lb) of Kevlar would be required to con-
to 211,500 J (156,000 ft-lb) for the titanium blade. Based on the curve 
shown in Figure 50, 0.995 cm (0.392 in.) of Kevlar would be required to con-
tain the superhybr1d blade. Even though the composite portion of the super-
hybrid blade does break up on impact and some energy must be absorbed by this 
actl0n, the testlng done during thlS program dld not indlcate that thlS had 
any sign1ficant effect on the containment process or on the amount of material 
requlred to contain the blade. The prlmary reduction in containment weight 
that can be obtained through the use of superhybrld blades rather than titanium 
blades is therefore in the reduction ln thickness of Kevlar required due to 
the lower blade energy that must be contained. The weight of a lightweight 
contalnment system made to contaln a superhybrid blade deslgned for, and 
released under, the same conditions as the tltanium blade prevlously discussed 
would result in a 7.7 kg (17 Ib) weight savings over that required for the 
tltanium blade. 
A typ1cal boron/aluminum blade, intended to perform the equivalent func-
tion as the baseline titanium blade, was designed under NASA Contract NAS3-
21041 (Reference 3). This blade was completely redesigned based on the speci-
fic characterlstlcs of the boron/aluminum material. ThlS redesign resulted 
ln a change ln the number of blades ln the rotor, removal of the mldspan 
shrouds, and other minor configuration changes. Slnce the number of blades lS 
reduced, the lndivldual blade weight is slightly h1gher (2%) than the titanlum 
blade and the blade center of gravity lS slightly lower due to the removal of 
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Figure 53. Superhybrid - CF6 TiCom Prototype Blade. 
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the m1dspan shrouds. The net result 1S that the kinet1c energy to be con-
tained is virtually the same as for the titanium blade. Since the breakup 
characteristics of large boron/aluminum blades are not known at this time, 
it is assumed that they will not affect the amount of containment required. 
Since the energies are equivalent between the titanium blade and the boron/ 
aluminum blade, the containment weight would also be the same and the design 
shown in Figure 52 could be used for either type blade. 
4.0 CONCLUSIONS 
A summary of the conclusions drawn from the work done under th1s pro-
gram 1S presented below: 
1. The basic concept of a lightweight sandwich casing wrapped with 
dry Kevlar cloth was shown to be a viable fan blade containment 
system that can provide 20% to 25% weight savings over state-of-
the-art steel designs. 
2. The containment process is relatively insensitive (over the range 
of materials and thicknesses tested) to the type of material used 
for the flowpath surface. This material configuration will depend 
on design considerations other than pure containment such as 
strength, stiffness, rub resistance, etc. 
3. A much better containment process was obtained when the forward 
and aft edges of the dry Kevlar cloth were restrained from signifi-
cant axial movement. 
4. The bidirectional weave (328 type) proved to be better than the uni-
directional weave (143 type) from a containment standpoint. The uni-
d1rectional weave was subject to considerably more splitting apart 
due to a lack of transverse f1bers. This splitting allowed the 
blade easier passage through the Kevlar. Since these were the only 
two weaves tested, there may be some intermediate weave that may be 
better but any 1mprovement would probably be marginal and have 
little effect on the total system weight. 
5. The Kevlar felt, in the densities and thicknesses used 1n the pro-
gram, had little effect on the containment process. 
6. Although threshold containment was defined and demonstrated during 
the program, it was felt that a design based on this parameter was 
not suffic1ently conservative for commercial design. Based on the 
test results obtained during the program, a more realistic design 
parameter relating Kevlar thickness to energy level was defined. 
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